Mavin Technologies Releases Mavin Security Management
Platform Version 5.3
Latest version of security platform features group edit capabilities and new filtering options.
Rochester, NY – December 1, 2017 – Mavin Technologies, a Rochester NY based service oriented provider of
physical access control solutions, today announced the general availability of its Mavin Security Management
Platform version 5.3.
The highlight of Mavin SMP 5.3, categorized as a sprint release, is the ability to apply default configuration
settings to Tag Types such as card readers, inputs, or outputs.
“Having the capability to apply default settings to groups of hardware devices significantly decreases system
configuration time when deploying a new system” explained Jeff Ross, Managing Director at Mavin
Technologies, “in addition, once a system is installed you can make a change to your default settings and
then apply that change to all hardware devices in that group at the same time.”
Mavin SMP 5.3 also offers the ability for the Access App to be filtered by People Group in addition to card
reader.
“Mavin SMP 5.3 is a perfect example of a sprint release that takes advantage of our agile development
culture” added Ross “it’s one in which we can deliver a handful of important features to a customer or the
market as a whole in a short time without having to complete a lengthy development cycle.”
Mavin Technologies is currently building an elite network of authorized system integrators and value added
resellers to deliver reliable, affordable Mavin products and services to customers of all sizes and industries.
About Mavin Technologies
Mavin Technologies delivers smart, simple, and secure access control solutions designed to maximize
reliability, drive optimum performance, and simplify administration & operator tasks. Mavin makes it easy for
companies to gather existing security functions together into one seamless access management system by
integrating best of breed hardware and software. Mavin delivers feature-rich, scalable solutions to customers
across industries. Mavin's customer centric focus augments its affordable solutions and delivers a new
standard for world-class customer service that support systems “designed with you in mind”. For more
information, or to become a value added reseller, please visit go-mavin.com.
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